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Making the lives of our clients easier and
shrinking distances
The corporate organisation of Andreetto
& Zenon revolves around these aims.
You should not be surprised, then, if we
are always at your disposal, at any time.

Customs by the book
Great attention to detail.
Passion for our work.
Our sensitive approach to new projects.

With Andreetto & Zanon,
everything will seem simpler

Why
choose us

So you can use your energy and
resources to fully concentrate
on your business

OUR COMPANY
The customs sector is constantly evolving. Anticipating
the future is our challenge.
Andreetto & Zanon, based in Verona, offers solutions and
consultancy in the field of international import/export
transportation, with particular regard to the fine arts sector
and customs operations, providing a completely personalised
service and a dynamic, flexible approach to meet any type
of request.
We are a family company, in which the human factor and
technological innovation go hand-in-hand. A direct line of
communication is constantly kept open between Andreetto
& Zanon and its clients. Personal contact still makes all

the difference, including when dealing with the public
administration: we become a single contact point for all
requirements in customs matters and companies are
finally free to concentrate on their business.
Our experience in the sector over time has enabled us to
develop of solid network of international contacts, in order to
give companies the chance to break through the formalities
with the help of a team of specialised skilled professionals,
able to provide a rapid, precise service.
What may look like obstacles become new
opportunities for us.

WHAT
WE OFFER

CUSTOMS SERVICES

SHIPMENTS

FINE ARTS

Andreetto & Zanon offers tailor-made
consultancy in the customs sector.
We adapt the bureaucratic machine
to your way of operating through our
customs assistance service.

Andreetto & Zanon specialises in
exceptional consignments and shipments
of fragile goods like furniture and
furnishings. We handle every stage, from
pick-up and consolidation all the way
through to the customs operations.

Auction houses and galleries find their ideal
partner in Andreetto & Zanon, to which
they can entrust the transport of works of
art. We offer specific services such as a
temperature-controlled warehouse for the
preservation of your works.
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OUR
CUSTOMS SERVICES
Andreetto & Zanon offers tailor-made consultancy
in the customs sector. We adapt the bureaucratic
machine to your way of operating
through our customs assistance service.
Andreetto & Zanon was founded in 1981 with the aim
of the founder partners to make available to clients the
professionalism acquired over many years operating in
the customs services sector. As a further guarantee of the
quality of the service offered, the current partners founded
the Centro di Assistenza Doganale (CAD) Interporto
Europa Srl in 2005, a company that provides support to
companies who trade with foreign countries by making
make customs operations for imported and exported goods
more streamlined and effortless. CADs are companies
authorised by the Finance Ministry, the shareholders
of which must be customs agents/brokers listed on the
professional register.

We make available our decades of experience
and professionalism in order to disentangle the
increasingly complex national and European Union
regulations that companies must abide by in the field
of the customs classification of goods, declarations of
free export and import and health certifications.
We also provide assistance in obtaining customs
authorisation of authorised exporters and REX
registered exporters in the field of preferential
origin and we also organise courses to train the
company’s collaborators so that they can analyse
corporate procedures in the right way and correctly
declare the origin of the goods.
We look carefully at your needs and offer the option
of integrating with your IT systems to optimise the
flows and handle the schedules in the best way
possible.

CUSTOMS
TRAINING
“The partners of
Andreetto & Zanon,
Michele and Franco
Andreetto, are
customs brokers
listed on the national
register of customs
agents and stand
ready to provide
a consultancy and
training course
together with your
company.”

For companies, developing trade with a foreign
country means dealing with a constantly evolving
world that can present many opportunities but
also some risks, which can, however, be averted.
Andreetto & Zanon is the ideal partner
because it enables your company to concentrate
on business, freeing you from the bureaucratic
hassles. It is, of course, vital to fully prepare your
staff when entering the import/export field.
This is where Andreetto & Zanon’s customs
training comes into play. Having well-prepared
collaborators makes it possible for the company
to react to the stresses of the market.

A business that works with a foreign country
finds itself tackling and managing problems and
activities in the customs area, the origin and
preferential origin of the commodity, customs
declarations, attestations and applications for
the release of EUR1 certificates, customs
product classification, excise duty rates and more
besides. On many occasions, with the Ex works
(EXW) sale, the intended client takes care of the
customs formalities and the operator chosen by
the client submits documents to the company for
signing that are “required” by the customs or the
client.

TRANSPORT &

SHIPMENTS
We specialise in exceptional
consignments and shipments
of fragile goods like furniture
and furnishings. We handle
every stage, from pick-up and
consolidation all the way through
to the customs operations.

With Andreetto & Zanon, international shipments
are at the service of Made in Italy.
Over time, our company, which has always specialised in
the customs field, has opened up to the world of shipments
and transports, establishing a reciprocal relationship of
trust with clients that has enabled us to further develop our
services in the sector of logistics and groupage and full load
transportation. There is increasing demand for excellence
and Italy has always been synonymous with quality products.

Andreetto & Zanon is able to ship fragile goods, such as
furniture and furnishings, which demand special attention and
skill. The company is structured in such a way as to offer, with its
customary maximum professionalism, groupage and full load
transportation to the main destinations, in particular
Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and the countries of the
Baltics and the Balkans.
We also specialize in exceptional and special consignments for
any type of goods, with a tailor-made service, from pick-up to
consolidation, including foreign customs operations.

Transport of an oversized article
with dimensions of 500 cm x 300
cm x 350 kg. 11000 loaded and
unloaded with the crane. The
consignment travelled from Lugo
(RA) to Kiev in Ukraine.

TRANSPORT OF AN EXCAVATOR
The transport travelled from Šiauliai to
the Lviv region in Ukraine. Product –
Used excavator – oversized with the
dimensions: 11 x 3.49 metres x 3.75
kg. 43000 – loaded and unloaded
using the excavator’s engine.

examples

SPECIAL TRANSPORTS

FINE ARTS
TRASPORT
We offer specific
services
such as a
temperaturecontrolled
warehouse for
the preservation
of your works.

Great attention to the details, passion for our
work and our sensitive approach to new projects
are characteristics that have naturally brought
us close to the world of fine arts, design and
furnishings. A special affinity was created right
from the start with the world of auction houses
and galleries.
Andreetto & Zanon has specialized in
the transportation of works of art over
the years. We offer a complete service, from
the supply of made-to-measure packaging
and export and import certification all the way
through to the land and air transport. Our strong
point lies in the care we take over the details and

the absolutely competitive costs compared to
the market. We have a temperature-controlled
warehouse available for the perfect preservation
and safety of your works. Through an established
network of specialist foreign partners, moreover,
we handle your works all the way to the
place indicated by the client, with a complete
service of preparation managed carefully and
professionally.
Over time, we have built up our reputation
both in Italy and abroad and we now
collaborate with some of the leading
national and international museums,
auction houses and art galleries.

examples
SCULPTURE TRANSPORT

WORK OF ART TRANSPORT

Transport of wooden case containing
sculptures from New York and delivered
to Palazzo Mora in Venice as part of the
Venice Biennale 2021. Service included
unpacking and delivery of the works to the
designated floor.

Transport of the sculpture “Mith Venus”
by Marc Quinn in painted bronze from
Bussolengo to Zurich. The work was raised
from its original base, loaded with a crane
on a low-bed truck, attached with suitable
straps and covered.

Contacts
Andreetto & Zanon s.r.l.
Via Sommacampagna 61,
37137, Verona, Italy
+39 045 8082603
VAT: 01359130232

commerciale@andreettoezanon.it
www.andreettoezanon.com
facebook.com/andreettoezanon
linkedin.com/andreetto-zanon

